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North America 2003

The Area Notes for North America would not have been possible without the help of
Kelly Cordes and the American Alpine Journal (AA!), who provided the original
background material upon which these notes are based. These notes cover the
highlights and major ascents. For a complete report of all activity in North America,
the reader is referred to the current editions of the AAJand Canadian Alpine Journal.

ALASKA

Some notable ascents took place both within the Denali National Park
and in other parts of the Alaska Range, several of which were by AC

members. Denali saw less first ascent activity than in the last few years, as
usual the vast majority of attempts being on the W buttress, although the
Milan Krissak Memorial Route, first climbed in 1980, did see a rare repeat
ascent. Sadly the season's triumphs were overshadowed by the tragic loss
of a McKinley Air Service flight and four on board.

Activity on the W buttress included a new speed ascent of the buttress
from Kahiltna Base by Chad Kellogg in a 23 hours and 55 minutes round
trip and an overland ascent by Erden Erue;:. Erue;: bicycled from his home in
Seattle, and then walked the 67 miles to the SE fork of the Kahiltna Glacier
before making a successful ascent of the W buttress. He then cycled back to
Seattle, getting married on the way. Unfortunately he was unable to walk
out from the Kahiltna due to time constraints, but plans to complete the
missing section of his journey in the future. Robert Adams and Brendan
Cusick climbed Patience for Purity (Alaskan IV,S.9, AI 85°) on the West
Buttress over two days in June. The route takes the mixed ridge directly
above Squirrel Hill and to the left of the Thunder Ridge.

Elsewhere on Denali the Father and Sons Wall saw another first ascent.
Paul Ramsden and Guy Willett (UK) established The Great White Fright in
a single 50-hour round trip. The route follows a natural line of weakness to
the right of First Born (Alaskan V, 6000ft, Helmuth-House, 1995). The pair
traversed the Upper Peters Glacier to reach the W buttress at 16,000ft. They
graded the route ED with some pitches of Scottish V, although the crux of
the route was probably surviving a very near miss with an avalanche on the
approach.

Erick Lawson and David Mullins climbed Choo-Choo Express directly up
the E face of Kahiltna Dome, joining the NE ridge at about 12,000ft. The
pair descended this ridge, forgoing the summit. Their line involved 40-60°
snow and ice and three pitches of vertical ice through seracs.
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Jack Tackle's route, The Isis Face (Alaskan V+, Tackle-Stutzman 1982)
also received its second ascent this season by Ildi and Manu Pellissier, Manu
Guy and Frans;ois Savary. The team reached the route's finish on the South
Buttress after two days, but were locked down for a further day by bad
weather before descending to the NW fork of the Kahiltna four days after
leaving their camp. They had originally planned to continue to the summit.

Kelly Cordes and Jonny Copp climbed Going Monk (AI6, M6, 4300ft) on
Peak 13,790ft (also known as Mount St Andrews). The pair climbed the
route in a single 24-hour push, simul-climbing all but the crux pitches. Peak
13,790ft is the last peak at the SE terminus of Denali's S buttress, on the S
side of the E fork Kahiltna Glacier.

While there was only one ascent of Mount Foraker in the 2003 season,
Mount Hunter saw its first ski descent. Lome Glick, John 'Weedy' Whedon,
Andrew McLean and Armond DuBuque climbed and then skied the Ramen
Cou/oir, a variation of the west ridge from the south that joins the main
route at I1 ,000ft. After waiting out bad weather their round trip took 16.S
hours from a camp at 8000ft.

Forrest Murphy and Mark Westman completed what is probably the third
ascent of Mount Hunter's S ridge (Alaskan V+, Black-Carman-Waterman
1973) to the S summit and descending the W ridge over five days. They
used the direct start variation (Hart-Richardson 1986) finding excellent
climbing on this part of the route.

Simon Yearsley and Malcolm Bass (UK) flew into the upper Tokositna
glacier and climbed two new lines on the south face of Peak 12,380ft (the
Kahiltna Queen, also called Humble Peak). The pair climbed the right
hand couloir on the face, South Face Cou/oir (Alaskan 111+, Scottish IV) and
the left-hand line, Distant Lights (Alaskan 111+, Scottish V). Both routes
were climbed in single pushes with brief bivouacs on the descent.

Several parties visited the Ruth Gorge. Christine Byrch and Karen
McNeill climbed a new ice line on the NE face of Mount Dickey, missing
the summit by a few hundred metres. The route was repeated a few days
later by Adam Rosenthal and Jack Jeffries.

Steve House and Jeff 'Pouche' Hollenbaugh visited the Ruth in September.
Dry conditions put paid to the possibility of the ephemeral ice lines they
had hoped to find. So the pair headed for the Eye Tooth and taking
advantage of good weather put up The Ta/keetna Standard (WIS, S.9, 3300ft).
The route climbs to the notch between the Eye Tooth and the Sugar Tooth
before following the Eye Tooth's S ridge. With the high pressure still holding,
the pair also completed the second ascent of the Roberts-Rowell- Ward Route
on the E face of Mt Dickey. They climbed the route over three days, by
which time the weather had broken. This was House's second late season
trip to the range, both of which have been successful.

Seb Constant and Jerome Mercader climbed the new line, On the Frozen
Roads of our Incertitudes (V, WIS, M6, 31 10ft) on the W face of London
Bridge in nine and a half hours. They also made the second ascent of The
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Trailer Park (DeCapio-Cordes, 2000) with some variations. Bruno Hasler
and Urs (no last name given) established Miss Keli (5.9, WI4, M6+), also
on the W face of London Bridge. Their line starts in the same broad couloir
as On the Frozen Roads of our Incertitudes before heading left up a runnel in
the rock headwall. The pair, along with Iwan (no last name given), also
attempted the red pillar on Mt. Dickey's S face but were forced to turn
around after two days due to very poor rock.

In the Kichatna Spires two new routes were established on The Citadel
in 2003. Twid Turner and Stu McAleese (UK) returned to climb The Supa
Dupa Couloir(ED4, WI6, 1000m). They had spotted the line while climbing
Off Wall Madness the previous year (AJi 08, p282). After an initial reconnoitre
of the route and leaving fIxed ropes on the initial pitches the pair returned
the following day and completed the route in two days.

Between 19 April and 5 May Chris Belczynski, Marcin Tomaszewski
and David Kaszlikoski climbed The Last Cry of the Butterfly (VI, 5.10+, A4,
ice to 80°, 3700ft) in capsule style. The route follows the prow in the centre
of The Citadel's E face just left of Off the Wall Madness. They established
three camps on the route, climbing mainly crack systems with some sections
of aid. They rappelled the route, waiting out a storm in their portaledges
on the descent.

On Kichatna Spire Jeff Benowitz, Eddie Phay and Jed Brown put up a
variation of the N ridge. The party followed the North Ridge / Hidden Couloir
route to the notch, exiting the notch with direct aid and iced-up crack
climbing before following iced-up chimneys to the summit.

Paul Knott and Erik Monasterio visited the Saint Elias Mountains in
May but found late-season conditions. The pair climbed Mt Foresta via its
unclimbed E ridge to the North Peak. This was the fIrst ascent of the North
Peak, the South Peak having been climbed by a party led by Fred Beckey in
1979. Detached cornices and warm weather made for challenging climbing.
Knott and Monasterio also attempted to approach the E rib of Mt
Vancouver, but found the icefallleading to it impassable, the glacier being
in much worse condition than during a previous visit in 1999.

Dave Hart and Paul Barry climbed the Southeast Ridge (Alaskan Ill), a
new route on the SE face of Good Neighbor Peak, and traversed to the
adjacent summit on Mt Vancouver.

Carlos Buhler and Glenn Dunmire visited the Barnard Glacier in late
April. The pair acclimatised on a peak east ofMt Gunnar Naslund, their
main objective before attempting the unclimbed 3000ft E face. They started
at midnight but after 22 hours were forced into a very cold bivouac a few
hundred feet below the summit. The following morning they reached the
summit and traversed the 100ft cornice to reach the E ridge, which they
descended. They named their route Uncle Gunny's Weight Loss Program.
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On Baffm Island Jim Beyer soloed a new line on the E face of the South
Tower of Mount Asgard (VI, 5.10, A2), climbing 16 pitches in 24 hours to
reach the summit on 27 July.

Jasmin Caton and Amelia Patterson established Wallflowers (VI, 5.8, C2+)1
on The Phoenix, the largest feature in the Vampire Spires in Canada's
Northwest Territories (15 miles N of the Cirque of the Unclimbables). They
linked the unfinished After School Special with the upper four pitches of
Freebird (Childers-Shull-Young 1998). Hank Jones and Pat Goodman also
visited the Vampire Spires and after much bad weather and several attempts
created You Enjoy Myself(V, 5.12) on The Fortress. This shares the same
start pitches as The Cornerstone (V, 5.10, A2, Childers-Reed 1998).

In the Cirque of the Unclimbables Kevin Jones and Bryan Palminiter
attempted a new line on the unnamed spire right of the Lotus Flower Tower
(which could also be considered to be the NW buttress of the Lotus Flower).
They were forced to retreat from 50ft below where their route would have
joined an existing line on the spire's right an~te (Belgian party 1977, reported
in AA! 1979).

Two new routes were also established on East Huey Spire. Johann
Aberger and Evan Stevens climbed Riders on the Storm (5.11 +, C2), working
the route for four days before finishing it. They made several further attempts
to free the line completely from the ground up but were unable to free the
sixth pitch, which they estimated was 5.l2b/c. Josh Gross and Scott
Hollander put up Don't Panic It's Organic (IV, 5.10+, Cl) left of Riders on the
Storm, in the prominent right-facing corner system. The two lines share the
same upper pitches.

2003 was a quieter year than 2002 in the Coast Mountains. Several parties
visited the area but although no major new lines were climbed numerous
smaller ones were, notably a solo first ascent of the N face of Blackthorn
by Colin Hayley. The massive forest fires that raged across many parts of
Western Canada also hampered activities.

Further east in the Northern Selkirks Tim McAllister and Rodger
DeBeyer climbed the West Buttress on The Horn over two days in July (22
pitches, V, 5.10+, AI). Topher Donahue, Vera Schulte Pelkum and Erich
Unterberger made the first ascent of the Pole Dance Tower (4 pitches,
5.9+) and Flight of the Prototype (5.12, 400m) on the S face of Colossal.

In the Bugaboos Sean Isaac and Matt Maddaloni climbed Wild Fire (11
pitches, V, 5.lld) on the NW face of Wide Awake Tower in the Pigeon
Feather group. The route was aided and cleaned over six days before being
freed from the ground up. Chris Geisler and Dave Edgar made the first free
ascent of the South Howser Tower's Catalonian Route (VI, 5.10, A2) in a
single l7-hour round trip, freeing all the original route's aid pitches at 5.11.
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Eventually fires forced the British Columbia Parks to close, but Nick
Martino and Renan Ozturk were unaware of this fact. They enjoyed a
solitary two weeks of exceptional weather, climbing two new routes in the
process. The first, Ride the Snafflehound (Ill, 5. lOa) was on the NW rib
(Snaffle Puss Pillar) of East Pigeon Feather Peak. The team also climbed
a new line on South Howser Tower between the Catalonian Route and The
Minaret, naming it Soul Cinders (V, 5.11, C2). They also attempted to free
Southwest Pillar (A3) of The Minaret, but were only able to free the first six
pitches, finding climbing to 5.12.

The Canadian Rockies has seen a renaissance in winter climbing in recent
years with several of the major players in Canadian mixed climbing, along
with others, trying significant alpine objectives. The Greenwood-Locke (V,
5.9) on Mt Temple was fmally climbed in winter, this route having defeated
several strong parties over the years. Ben Firth and Raphael Slawinski made
the ascent with two bivouacs, one on the descent. The pair climbed the
whole route free at M6, the secondjvmaring the pitches with a larger pack.

Slawinski returned to Mt Temple with Valery Babanov in March and
climbed the Robinson-Orvig route (V, 5.9, A2), also known as the Sphinx
Face. The party freed all the technical difficulties at M6, but were forced to
forego the summit by bad weather. The route received its first one-day ascent
two weeks later when Scott Semple and Eamonn Walsh climbed the route
to the ridge in just under 16 hours.

In April, Steve House and Marko Prezelj made the third ascent of the N
face of North Twin. To date there have only been two previous ascents of
the face (Lowe-Jones, 1974 and Blanchard-Cheesemond, 1985) and no
winter ascent. While it was outside the official winter season, the route
was in winter condition. Their line has an independent start but joins the
Lowe-Jones (VI, 5.10, A4) for the upper half. House and Prezelj dry-tooled
the majority of the route, the leader climbing without leashes. House lost
the outer for one of his plastic boots high on the route and the pair were
forced to traverse the Columbia Icefields to the Athabasca Glacier in order
to complete their descent. Also in April, Rob Owens and Scott Semple
climbed Great Western (l900m, WI5R, M7) on the north face of Mt Stephen.
Their line starts as for the Extra Lite (245m, WI4) and then follows easier
terrain to a deep gash followed by a cliff band before the angle eases.

Ben Gilmore and Kevin Mahoney attempted a winter ascent of The Wild
Thing (Blanchard/Robinson/Arbic 1987) on Mt Chephren, only to be
halted by bad weather on the second day and forced to retreat.

The Canadian summer was no less productive, despite the fires that
hampered climbing elsewhere. In July Ben Firth, Eamonn Walsh and Greg
Thaczuk repeated Rights of Passage (5.7, MS, WI8) on Mt Kitchener
(Dumerac-Pellet 2002). The party described the route as 'W8???', Firth
having linked both the crux pitches.

On Snowdome, David Marra and Tom Schnugg climbed the new line,
For Fathers (lOOOm, WI6) to the right of Slipstream (Elzinga-LaucWan). Both
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lines have significant serac hazard. Collapsing seracs forced the pair to
rappel from below the final serac band having been hit by icefall.

CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES

Several good winter weather windows followed by an exceptionally dry
summer in the North Cascades led to the completion of several long
standing problems. Sean Courage, Tim Matsui, and Andreas Schmidt made
what they believe to be the first winter ascent of Mt Buckner via its SW
face. Colin Hayley and Forrest Murphy made the first winter ascent of
Inspiration Peak via the W ridge. Both these peaks have been long standing
winter objectives with numerous attempts. During the summer Hayley,
Wayne Wallace and Mark Bunker returned to make the first complete
enchainment of the Southern Pickets, Walking The Fence (VI, 5.10+) over
three days in July.

Further south in Yosemite the current trend to free existing big wall lines
continued with the Huber brothers, Alexander and Thomas, establishing
Free Zodiac (5 .13d) on El Capitan, a free variation of Zodiac that joins the
existing line after six pitches. They also completed a speed ascent with a
time of 2 hours 31 minutes, the fastest yet for a grade VI wall. Meanwhile
Tommy Caldwell and Beth Rodden freed El Capitan's West Buttress (5 .13c).
Yuki Hirayama was also back in the valley and made free ascents of El
NiflO (5.14a) and Golden Gate (5.l3b) but failed in his goal to on-sight either
route, consoling himself with setting a new speed record of 3 hours 4 minutes
on Lurking Fear.

The speed-climbing phenomenon arrived in Zion this year. Brian McCray
and Amman McNeely made a speed ascent of Latitudes (VI, 5.9, A4+) in
18 hours 40 minutes as well as speed ascents of several other routes. The
pair, along with Kurt Arend also established South ofHeaven (VI, 5.8, A4+)
and Red Awakening (VI, 5.7, A4+). Elsewhere in Utah's desert Paul Ross
and friends established 23 new multipitch lines, mostly within the 5.6 to
5.9 grades. Meanwhile in the Arches National Park Mick Haffner, Keith
Reynolds, Mike Ritter, Colin Stenhowe, and Leonard Coyne made the first
ascent of The Prow (9 pitches, 5.12+, 800ft).

Several significant enchainments were completed in the Rocky Mountain
National Park during 2003. Tommy Caldwell and Topher Donahue climbed
five routes on Long's Peak in a single day, while Jonny Copp and Kelly
Cordes completed back to back routes on the three biggest technical routes
in the Park, also in a single day.

In The Black Canyon, an area synonymous with adventurous climbing,
Topher Donahue and Jared Ogden established Cheap Hooker (V, 5.12- /
5.9X)2 between The Hooker and Cheap Shot, taking three attempts to complete.
Ogden and Donahue also made the first free ascent of Wishmaker (IV,
5.11 +R / 5.lOX).
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MEXICO

El Gigante
This peak in the Parque Nacional Cascada de Basaseachic saw the
establishment of two major new lines. Both were climbed by the same group
of climbers with Alex and Nathalie Catlin and Matt Greco at its core. Their
route Man On Fire (5.lOd/AO or 5.12a, 21 pitches) was climbed ground up
with all the bolts drilled free, although subsequently requiring extensive
cleaning. After consideration of the arguments around differing styles of
route development in the 2003 AAJand consulting with local activist Carlos
Garcia, Los Sueiios del Gigante (5.l1dlAO or 5.l2d, 22 pitches) was
established in a mix of styles. Some bolts were placed on lead, others
installed while on rappel, while some pitches were led entirely without
bolting.

Last year's somewhat controversial Logical Progression (VI, 5.l2c, AO,
800m) also saw two repeats but still awaits a clean ascent. Both parties
described the route as very hard but also complained of lichen.

Note:

The 'C' grading refers to hammerless aid climbing. The grading
corresponds to the equivalent 'A' aid grade but a hammer was not
used during the ascent.

2 The PG/R/X suffIx on the Yosemite Decimal System denotes
respectively Pretty Good/Runout/No Protection.
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